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ACM AND INFOSYS FOUNDATION HONOR GOOGLE DEVELOPERS FOR INNOVATIONS  
THAT TRANSFORMED INTERNET-SCALE COMPUTING 

  
Dean and Ghemawat Created Software Systems that Enable Cloud Computing 

 
NEW YORK and BANGALORE, INDIA, March 26, 2013 – ACM (the Association for Computing 

Machinery) and the Infosys Foundation announced today that Jeffrey Dean and Sanjay Ghemawat are the 

recipients of the 2012 ACM-Infosys Foundation Award in the Computing Sciences.  They led the conception, 

design, and implementation of much of Google’s revolutionary software infrastructure, which underlies the 

company's web search and indexing, as well as numerous applications across the industry.  This technology has 

been emulated by virtually every major Internet company in the world.  Dean and Ghemawat’s research 

describing the scalable infrastructure they created was pivotal to the burgeoning field of cloud computing, which 

delivers resources over the Internet.  
 

 The ACM-Infosys Foundation Award recognizes the finest recent innovations by young scientists and 

system developers to the computing field. An endowment from the Infosys Foundation provides financial 

support for the $175,000 annual award. ACM will present the ACM˗Infosys Foundation Award at its annual 

awards banquet on June 15, in San Francisco.   

 

 ACM President Vint Cerf said the contributions of Dean and Ghemawat have changed computer science 

in the 21st century.  “They provided the technological underpinnings of an indispensable information retrieval 

resource.  As a result, tens of millions of engineers, scientists, and scholars as well as ordinary consumers rely 

on these distributed software systems, which harness the power of tens of thousands of computers.” 

 

 S.D. Shibulal, CEO and Managing Director, Infosys, said: “The engineering innovations of Dean and 

Ghemawat have led to technological advances in cloud computing and smarter analysis of data points, both 

areas that are critical in today’s fast-paced information age. These achievements continue to have a profound 

impact on business and society alike. Today companies around the world use their innovations to create new 

models for growth, provide superior customer experience, and drive real-time decisions. Dean and Ghemawat 

are outstanding examples of young innovators whose accomplishments can change the world.” 
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Managing Large Amounts of Data 

In their influential 2004 research paper MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on Large Clusters, 

Dean and Ghemawat explained their approach to the core computing challenge of scale in keeping up with the 

demand for Google’s search service.  When they found that they couldn’t deploy machines fast enough to 

handle the unprecedented volume of requests driven by the increasingly popular Google service, they pursued 

software solutions to what seemed like hardware problems.    

 

The software platforms Dean and Ghemawat designed and built are used to power massive online 

applications by splitting the work into small pieces and spreading them across thousands of machines.  These 

software systems employ designs that allow them to scale many computers, and to hide the complexities of 

managing enormous clusters of computers from programmers.  This approach bolstered the advent of cloud 

computing, where computing power is provided as a utility to users, with all the hardware and implementation 

details abstracted away.  As Dean described it, these abstractions make it easy for programmers to take 

advantage of large-scale computational resources by automatically parallelizing computations across machines 

and transparently handling failures.    

 

Ghemawat helped lead a team that built the Google File System (GFS), a highly scalable system which 

allowed huge files to be efficiently distributed across thousands of servers.  Together, Dean and Ghemawat 

developed a programming tool called MapReduce, which enables developers to efficiently process large 

amounts of data sets with machines working in parallel.  These platforms provide a more reliable means of 

building the massive index that drives Google’s search engine.  They also led a team that developed BigTable, a 

distributed data storage system that handles petabytes of data (a petabyte is 1 million gigabytes) and allows 

applications to access large volumes of data.   Like MapReduce, it runs atop the Google File System and 

operates as a massive database.  

 

Dean and Ghemawat’s 2004 paper has been cited more than 6,000 times.  Since then, they have 

published a series of instrumental papers which have inspired a generation of systems researchers and generated 

considerable follow-on work in the field of distributed computing. The open publication of their advances has 

allowed others to build on their work.  An example is Hadoop, the open source project that is widely used by 

many companies as well as academic researchers and educators.  This indirect form of technology transfer has 

had a major impact on how people design and program large-scale information technology systems.   

 

Background 

 Jeff Dean is a Google Fellow in the Systems Infrastructure Group.  Before joining Google, he was at 

Digital Equipment Corporation’s Western Research Laboratories.  In 1990 and 1991, Dean worked for the 

World Health Organization’s Global Programme on AIDS, developing software for statistical modeling, 

forecasting, and analysis of the HIV pandemic. A Fellow of ACM, he was elected to the National Academy of 

http://static.usenix.org/event/osdi04/tech/full_papers/dean/dean.pdf
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Engineering in 2009. A summa cum laude graduate of the University of Minnesota with a B.S. degree in 

Computer Science and Economics, he received  MS and Ph.D. degrees in Computer Science from the University 

of Washington.    

 

 Sanjay Ghemawat is a Google Fellow in the Systems Infrastructure Group.  A former researcher at 

Digital Equipment Corporation’s System Research Center, he was elected to the National Academy of 

Engineering in 2009.  He earned a B.S. degree from Cornell University and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in 

Computer Science from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

   
About ACM  
ACM, the Association for Computing Machinery www.acm.org, is the world’s largest educational and scientific computing 
society, uniting computing educators, researchers and professionals to inspire dialogue, share resources and address the 
field’s challenges. ACM strengthens the computing profession’s collective voice through strong leadership, promotion of 
the highest standards, and recognition of technical excellence. ACM supports the professional growth of its members by 
providing opportunities for life-long learning, career development, and professional networking.   
 
About the Infosys Foundation 
Established in 1996, the Infosys Foundation is the philanthropic arm of Infosys and has the sole objective of fulfilling the 
social responsibility of the company by creating opportunities and working toward a more equitable society.  The Infosys 
Foundation has made effective strides in the areas of healthcare, education, social rehabilitation, and the arts.  The 
company contributes up to one percent of its profit to the foundation each year. 
 
About Infosys 
Infosys partners with global enterprises to drive their innovation-led growth. That's why Forbes ranked Infosys #19 among 
the top 100 most innovative companies. As a leading provider of next-generation consulting, technology, and outsourcing 
solutions, Infosys helps clients in more than 30 countries realize their goals. Visit www.infosys.com and see how Infosys 
(NYSE: INFY), with its 150,000+ people, is Building Tomorrow's Enterprise® today. 
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